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Tips for Mastering the Farmers’ Market
By Melanie Dragger, M.Com.

Many people are taking steps to improve their health and the 
environment by eating organically grown and raised foods. While 
some people are selecting organic items at their local grocery store, 
farmers’ markets are becoming increasingly popular. Over the past 
year, according to the Department of Agriculture, the number of 
farmers’ markets in the U.S. increased by 858, or 16 percent, from 
5,274 in 2009 to 6,132 in 2010. When the USDA first began 
tracking farmers’ markets in 1994, there were only 1,755 markets.

Outside of growing your own produce and raising your own 
livestock, shopping at a farmers’ market is the best way to obtain 
fresh, local, and seasonal fruits, vegetables, and herbs, as well as 
farm-fresh eggs, meat, poultry, and dairy products. Many farmers’ 
markets also offer artisan breads, honey, and seasonal jams, jellies, 
and preserves

Below are tips to help you master
your local farmers’ market:

1.	Do	Your	 Research – Before heading to the market, research 
what produce is in season in your area. Since all products sold at 
a farmer’s market may not be organic, and some organic products 
sold may not be certified, familiarize yourself with the organic 
certification process and product labeling. Information on the 
USDA’s National Organic Program can be found at http://www.
ams.usda.gov/nop.

2.	Bring	Your	Own	Containers – While some vendors have bags 
and boxes available for customers, bringing your own containers 
is the best way to ensure you will be able to transport and protect 
your purchases properly. Additionally, recycling containers helps 
the environment by reducing the number of natural resources used 
to produce new ones. 

3.	Bring	 Cash	 – Swing by your bank or ATM before hitting the 
farmers’ market. Most vendors do not accept checks or credit cards. 
Bring small bills, since it may be difficult for some vendors to make 
change.

4.	Go	Early	or	Go	Late	– The best items usually go first, so try to 
get to the market early. However, before making a purchase, take 
a quick trip down the aisles, since prices can vary greatly among 
vendors. If you can’t make it to the market when it first opens, go 

at the end of the market day to catch deals from vendors trying 
to unload their remaining products.

5.	Speak	with	Vendors – Shopping at a farmers’ market allows you an 
opportunity to speak directly with growers and farmers. Not familiar 
with Swiss chard? Looking for a new way to prepare eggplant? Most 
vendors love to share their knowledge, including discussing their 
production methods, providing storage and transportation advice, 
and sharing recipes and cooking tips.
Buying organic products at your local farmers’ market offers numerous 

benefits, including boosting the local economy, reducing the amount of toxic 
chemicals that enter your body and the environment, and decreasing the 
amount of fossil fuels used to transport products to consumers. However, 
organic products can be more expensive than conventionally grown and 
raised products, and some organic products may be difficult to find in 
some areas. If going 100% organic is not feasible, use the following list as a 
guide. According to the 2010 report of the Environmental Working Group, 
a non-profit organization specializing in research and advocacy related to 
public health and the environment, these 12 fruits and vegetables consistently 
contained the highest amount of pesticides when conventionally grown, and 
should be consumed in organic form when possible:

1. Celery
2. Peaches
3. Strawberries
4. Apples
5. Blueberries (domestic)
6. Nectarines

7. Sweet Bell Peppers
8. Spinach
9. Cherries 
10. Kale/Collard Greens
11. Potatoes
12. Grapes (imported)

The EWG’s annual ranking of 
produce pesticide contamination 
is based on its analysis of tests 
conducted by  the  USDA 
and the federal Food and 
Drug Administration. More 
information on the EWG, as 
well as the full list of fruits and 
vegetables ranked, can be found 
at http://www.ewg.org.
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Financial Focus
Are Your Investments

Getting Enough Exercise?
Now that spring is here, you may find it easier to get outside to 

run, bike or take part in other physical pursuits that you enjoy. As 
you know, the more active you are, the more efficiently your body 
will work.  And the same can hold true for your investments — the 
more exercise they get, the more potential to work on your behalf. 

Just how do investments get “exercise”? Through lots of activity. 
And you can keep your investments active in at least two ways: 
through systematic investing and through dividend reinvestment. 
Let’s take a look at both these techniques.

When you engage in systematic investing, commonly called 
“dollar cost averaging,” you are continuously putting your money 
“in motion.” Essentially, you put the same amount of money into 
the same investments at regular intervals. So, for example, you might 
decide to invest $100 per month, in Company ABC stock. To impose 
this investment discipline on yourself, you could even have the money 
sent directly from your checking or savings account.

Of course, since the price of ABC stock, like that of all stocks, 
is constantly changing, your $100 investment will buy different 
numbers of shares each month. This can work to your advantage, 
because when the stock price of ABC goes down, your $100 will 
buy more shares.  When the price goes up, you’ll automatically be a 
smart enough “shopper” to buy fewer shares, just as you’d typically 
buy less of something when its price goes up. 

Over time, systematic investing typically results in an average cost 
per share that’s lower than it would be if you were to make sporadic 
lump sum investments.  If you can lower the cost of investing, 
this may help boost your investment returns. This also can be an 
effective way to fund your retirement account(s) each year.  (Keep 
in mind, though, that even systematic investing can’t guarantee a 
profit or prevent a loss in declining markets. Also, you’ll need to 
have the financial resources available to keep investing through up 
and down markets.)

(Continued on Page 3)
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Bashans Painting
 & Home Repair

• Interior & Exterior Painting
• Hardi Plank Installation
• Wood Replacement
• Sheetrock Repair
• Interior Carpentry
• Cabinet Painting
• Wallpaper Removal and Texturizing
• Pressure Washing
• Fence Repair/Replacement
• Garage Floor Epoxy
• Custom Staining
• Roofing
• Gutter Repair/Replacement
• Faux Painting

Commercial/Residential
Free Estimates

281-347-6702

References Available • Fully Insured
No PAymENt UNtIl ComPlEtIoN

281-731-3383cell

bashanspainting@earthlink.net

Aliana

Call (281) 207-6290
MeritageHomes.com

Prices, features and availability are subject to change without notice or obligation. Meritage Green is a trademark of Meritage Homes 
Corporation, which describes certain features and criteria designed to make homes more economically sustainable over the long term and
reduce energy consumption and the resulting environmental impact.

BE A HOME
BUYING

BRILL IANT!

xtreme nergy fficiency

pectacular avings

100% ENERGY STAR® Qualified
Homes at No Additional Cost!

At no time will any source be allowed to use The Harbour's contents, or loan 
said contents, to others in anyway, shape or form, nor in any media, website, 
print, film, e-mail, electrostatic copy, fax, or etc. for the purpose of solicitation, 
commercial use, or any use for profit, political campaigns, or other self 
amplification, under penalty of law without written or expressed permission 
from Peel, Inc. The information in The Harbour is exclusively for the private 
use of the Chelsea Harbour HOA and Peel, Inc.

DISCLAIMER: Articles and ads in this newsletter express the opinions 
of their authors and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Peel, Inc. 
or its employees. Peel, Inc. is not responsible for the accuracy of any facts 
stated in articles submitted by others. The publisher also assumes no 
responsibility for the advertising content with this publication. All warranties 
and representations made in the advertising content are solely that of the 
advertiser and any such claims regarding its content should be taken up 
with the advertiser.
* The publisher assumes no liability with regard to its advertisers for misprints 
or failure to place advertising in this publication except for the actual cost 
of such advertising.
* Although every effort is taken to avoid mistakes and/or misprints, the 
publisher assumes no responsibility for any errors of information or 
typographical mistakes, except as limited to the cost of advertising as stated 
above or in the case of misinformation, a printed retraction/correction.
* Under no circumstances shall the publisher be held liable for incidental or 
consequential damages, inconvenience, loss of business or services, or any 
other liabilities from failure to publish, or from failure to publish in a timely 
manner, except as limited to liabilities stated above.

Financial	 Focus	 -	 Are	Your	 Investments	 Getting	 Enough	
Exercise?	- (Continued from Page 2)

Dividend reinvestment is similar to systematic investing in that 
it allows you to build more shares of an investment. But when you 
reinvest dividends, you don’t even have to take money from other 
sources to increase your shares — you simply have to request that 
a stock or a mutual fund, instead of paying you a dividend in cash, 
reinvest the dividend right back into that same stock or mutual 
fund. It’s an effortless way of adding shares. Similar to dollar-cost 
averaging, dividend reinvestment imposes an investment discipline 
on you — you automatically keep putting money in the market 
during up and down periods. (Keep in mind that dividends can 
be increased, decreased or totally eliminated)   

Exercising your investment dollars in these ways can help you 
go a long way toward  keeping your portfolio in good shape 
— enabling you to make healthy progress toward your important 
long-term goals.
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align your work values with your career

By Amy Wolfgang, M.Ed.

(Continued on Page 5)

What is your ideal job? How do you make that determination? 
Many people are unhappy with their current career but are unsure 
what will make them happy. When individuals want to understand 
why they are unhappy in their current career the first area to examine 
is their work values.

Work values are characteristics of the activities and opportunities 
in a job that help make performing the job a satisfying experience. 
Examples of work values include: variety in work tasks, job security, 
ability to travel, recognition, etc. When you are evaluating your 
own career or making a decision on a new career, it is important 
for you to assess how your work values align with the career you 
are considering.

Action Steps
Identify	Your	Work	Values

Before you can begin evaluating your work values, first you must 
identify them. What are the top 5 – 10 work values that are important 
to your career satisfaction? Sometimes it is hard to think of what 
we need, although it can be easy to identify what we do not like in 
a career. Think back to those times that you may have been upset 

about your career situation. For example, the time when you did a 
lot of work on a project and no one recognized it. This could mean 
that recognition is an important work value to you. What if you are 
unhappy in your current career because every day you complete the 
same tasks as you did the week before?  This could mean that variety is 
an important work value for you.

To get you started, here are samples of some
work values that might be important to you:

• Variety of Work
• Autonomy
• Flexible Hours
• Education/Training Opportunities
• Workplace Environment
• Status of Job
• Pay/Salary
• Recognition/Praise
• Opportunities for Advancement
• Socialization/Interaction
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Align	Your	Work	Values	with	Your	Career	-
(Continued from Page 4)

Rank	Your	Work	Values
Now that you have identified the items that are important to you 

in a career, you will need to rank them in order of importance. No 
one job may be able to meet all of your work values, however, a 
job that is a good match for you should be able to meet your most 
important ones.

Evaluate	Your	Current	Job
Now that you know which values are the most important, ask 

yourself this question: Is your current job meeting your work values? 
If it’s not, don’t worry. It does not mean that this isn’t the right career 
for you. It does mean that some things need to change in your job 
for you to achieve greater satisfaction. This may provide a great 
opportunity for you to speak with your supervisor about ways some 
of your work values can be met.

For example, if you value creativity, but always seem to be 
completing the tasks rather than helping to develop the solutions, 
talk to your supervisor about potential projects you can assist with 
on the creative side.  If you value learning, then identify areas that 
seem interesting to you and ask your supervisor about helping in 
those areas so you can learn new skills.  These tactics are also a great 
way to show your company that you are committed and capable.

Recipe of the Month
7 layer salad

 
Layer following vegetables in 8 x 10 dish in this order:
 1 head lettuce, broken up 
 1 cup chopped celery
 1 small can sliced water chestnuts, drained 
 ½ C green onions, thinly chopped
 1 box frozen English peas (do not cook)
 1 pint real mayonnaise (spread over top)
 6 oz. grated cheddar cheese
 
Cover and refrigerate 24 hours. Crumble 6 piece of fried 
bacon on top.
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Looking to get an edge
on selling your home for top dollar.....

Ask about the no obligation FREE home consultation.  Ready to 
buy a home...ask about the no obligation FREE buyer blueprint. 

Chelsea Harbour, I am
“Providing The Expertise Necessary To Serve You!” Chalmette Ray

Keller Williams Realty
Real Estate Consultant
713-591-5922www.mymove2houston.com
Chalmette Ray
Keller Williams Realty
Real Estate Consultant
713-591-5922

Tips to Turn your walk into a workout
By Sarah S. Jordan, MS

Walking is a great mode of exercise because 
it requires no equipment, it is low-impact, and 
something that many people can do regardless 
of their fitness level or experience.

Benefits of Walking
Any movement is good movement and the 

same is true for walking.  Like other forms 
of exercise, walking can help you improve 
cholesterol levels, lower blood pressure, 
control weight, improve mood, decrease stress, 
and it also provides numerous other health 
benefits.  Here are some tips to turning your 
walk into a workout.

get the goods
Proper footwear is essential for any kind 

of exercise. It is important to select shoes 
with good arch support and soles that absorb 
shock and provide cushioning. If you are 
unsure about fit, Austin has several local shoe 
stores that will personally fit you to a new 
pair of sneakers.

Choose clothing that is comfortable to 
move in and that you feel good wearing.  Dress 
in layers if the weather is cool so that 
you can adjust as needed during your 
workout.  And take a bottle of water 
along so that you can hydrate along the 
way.  You may find that taking an IPod 
along will help keep you motivated.

walking for Fitness: 
Proper speed
and Technique

Although the act of walking is simple, 
walking for fitness takes more effort, 
attention to speed, and technique. In 
order to get the most out of your walking 

workout, the speed should be brisk and above 
your “stroll in the park” comfort level.  Also, 
your heart rate should be elevated.  A good 
estimate: 10 - 15 heartbeats in a 6-second 
pulse count.  (Multiply that number by 10 to 
get heartbeats per minute.)  Strike the ground 
with the heel and drive off from heel-to-toe 
in order to effectively engage the muscles of 
your lower-body.

A few minutes after starting your walking 
workout, take a moment to stretch the calves, 
quadriceps, and hamstrings.  Hold stretches 
for several seconds (with no bouncing) on 
each side.  After your workout, reward your 
muscles and improve flexibility by taking a 
few minutes to stretch.  Hold stretches longer 
here because muscles are warm and can make 
gains in flexibility at this point.

Just getting started?
If you are new to exercise, it is important 

to check with your doctor before starting 
an exercise program.  Start slowly and gain 
confidence before adding distance. For 

example, you might try walking 10 minutes 
in one direction and 10 minutes back.  Slowly 
build up to 15 minutes in one direction and 
15 minutes back.  Over time, build up to 2-3 
miles or 40-60 minutes of walking at a brisk 
pace most days of the week.

a seasoned walker?
If you have been walking for quite some 

time, you may be looking for something new 
to add to your walking workout.  With a few 
quick additions, you can further challenge 
and tone muscles and increase the intensity 
of your workouts.

Add speed. Turn your walk into a speed 
walk. Engage the arms and the core muscles.

Incorporate intervals. Walk for five minutes.  
Do an interval for two minutes.  Repeat.   
Intervals can include things like walking 
lunges, moving side squats, push-ups, and 
jogging.  

Hit the hills. Adding an incline will increase 
intensity in a hurry!

Add resistance. Use a weighted backpack or 
vest.  Or push your child in the stroller. 
I did not realize just how much weight I 
was pushing when I exercise with my son 
until I did the math recently.  He is 25 
pounds, and the stroller is 15. That extra 
40 pounds adds great intensity (and a 
whole lot of cuteness) to my workouts!

If this is the year that you have devoted 
to improving health, walking is a great 
way to start!  Remember… “The journey 
of a thousand miles begins with a single 
step.”
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Experience the STAR treatment
foR  youRSElf

with low rates, award-winning customer service, and no surprises.

Sign up
online TODAY at 

www.StarTexpower.com

or call 866-917-8271.
use “neighborhood newsletter” as

your referral!
puCT #10089

Listen to Alan “Petrodamus” Lammey, host of ‘Energy Week’, 
every Sunday on 1070 KNTH in Houston.

cardiovascular disease and women
Think Red Heart

   Do you know the number one killer of women in the United 
States? It’s not breast cancer. Try again.   It’s heart disease.  489,000 
women die from heart disease annually, not breast cancer, according 
to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.  In a research 
study, the American Heart Association reported only 13 percent of 
all women in the United States are aware that heart disease can kill 
them or play a major threat in their lives. Women are bombarded 
with advertisements, news media, and commercials about how breast 
cancer can kill them. Yet, cardiovascular disease is playing a lethal 
role in women’s health today, more so than cancer.

Cancer is the second killer of women. Though it’s not breast 
cancer, but rather lung cancer.  73,000 women die annually of 
cigarette related lung cancer. In the United States 202,964 women 
were diagnosed with breast cancer in 2007, and 40,598 women died 
from this disease. Receiving regular mammograms and doing daily 
breast self-checking examinations are crucial for survival. Along 
with great surveillance, research, and early detection fewer women 
are succumbing to this disease. Colorectal cancer is the third leading 
cancer killer in women.  

The fact is heart disease is the number one killer in women. 
Women need to think more Red, along with Pink. Heart disease is 
a preventable disease and can be controlled. Yes, many contributing 
factors, such as genetics, gender, and ethnicity, do play a role.  
However, lifestyle is a major culprit in heart disease.  Adopting a 
healthy lifestyle, which includes the following factors, can reduce 
the risk of contracting heart disease:

• Exercise regularly.
• Control other contributing factors such as blood pressure, diabetes, 

hypertension, and cholesterol.
• Maintain a well-balanced nutritional menu that is rich in fruits 

and vegetables, whole grains, and lean meats. 
• Eat high fat foods sparingly.
• Reduce the amount of sodium, sugar, and alcohol.
• Maintain a health body weight.
• Cook meals more frequently.
• Limit pre-packaged foods.

Article by,
Valerie Salinas, MS
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